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Looking back, we have always challenged
ourselves in every project we undertook, to do
better, to be better, to always dream big.
CHAN SAW KIONG

A giant in
the art of the
larger than life.
Right from our inception, nothing we have
ever done can be remotely considered as
small, timid or underwhelming. We set up
business in 1974 and quickly became a leading
illustrator of outdoor and movie billboards
for the likes of Shaw, Cathay, Eng Wah and
Overseas Movies cinemas. Over the years,
Q’s Advertising has evolved into the go-to
company for organisations looking to create a
splash with the most original, eye-catching or
outlandish sets during the festive seasons and
at corporate launches.

Q’s. Dream Big.

Left

A quiet moment as Mr Chan reflects on
the past 40 years of running Q’s.
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Q’s Advertising is a homegrown Singapore company whose work dazzles
viewers wherever it appears. This is hardly surprising when you consider
that at our core, we are artists first. Q’s founder Chan Saw Kiong,
whose father was a fine artist, graduated from the Nanyang Academy
of Fine Arts himself. His daughter Valerie, to whom he has handed
over much of the reins of the company in her capacity as Director,
has likewise inherited her father’s artistic bent and now runs
Q’s with the creative sensibilities that have shaped and sustained
the family business since its establishment four decades ago.
As a result, like any work of art, our productions are characterised by
both their aesthetics and their meticulous attention to detail. In fact,
our capacity for creating the larger-than-life is rivalled only by the
care we take with the minutest elements of our installations.

Top & Left

Christmas decoration rendered by Mr Chan and built for
Tanglin Mall which won the the Second Prize in 1997 for Best
Decorated Building in Orchard Road Christmas Street Light Up.

Christmas decoration conceptualized
by Mr Chan for Tanglin Mall which
won the First Prize in 1999 for Best
Decorated Building in Orchard Road
Christmas Street Light Up.
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Christmas decoration
conceptualized and built
for Paragon. Winner of
Best Decorated Building for
Orchard Road Christmas
Street Light Up in 2013.
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We help
build brands.
One set at a time.

So huge an event was Resorts World Sentosa’s Grand
Opening ceremony that it had no room for error. Being
Singapore’s first integrated resort, the much-anticipated
tourist destination would have its launch feature Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong as Guest-of-Honour, a gala dinner
catered by celebrity chefs and world-renowned entertainers.
Q’s contribution to the occasion was a literally
fire-breathing rendition of the revered mythical dragon that
wowed the high-octane audience with its
masterful fusion of aesthetics and technology.

Left and top

Q’s took the art of dragon-making to new heights at
the Grand Opening of Resorts World Sentosa.
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Like any work of art, our productions are
characterised as much by their aesthetics as
by their meticulous attention to detail.
VALERIE CHAN

DIRECTOR

Every brand with ambitions of longevity needs to be constantly
reinforced, if not refreshed. In addition to Resorts World Sentosa,
our clientele includes Changi Airport Group, People’s Association,
CapitaLand, Citibank, Far East Organisation and Mapletree
Commercial Trust – every one of them a high-profile organisation
known for being heavily invested in its corporate identity.

Left and top

Q’s Christmas Tree for VivoCity in 2013 is the
tallest outdoor tree ever built in Singapore.

Q’s // Our Capabilities

You get
the works.
A distinctly Singaporean tradition, the Chingay Parade goes back
a long way. As does Q’s involvement in it. Yet being a tradition
does not equate to being old-fashioned. In fact, we pride
ourselves on reinventing elements of the event year after year.

For the 2014 edition, Q’s was again tasked with designing and crafting
the fleet of floats in the parade’s centrepiece feature. Our innovations
this time around included a switch from diesel-powered generators to
clean power batteries as well as extremely low-voltage LED lighting.
These moves were undertaken with the performers’ health and
environmental concerns in mind.

Left and top

2014 Chingay floats designed and built by Q’s.
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Over the years, we have continually expanded our
offering around our core competencies of building
sets and transforming fantasies into reality.
Today, Q’s is a full-service design and production
company equipped with cutting-edge technologies
at our 50,000 sq ft engineering and fabrication
plant to deliver original experiential and branding
environments for both retail and corporate events.
We also offer a spectrum of services from which you
can pick and choose to create a seamlessly bespoke
package that best suits your objectives. If you have
a project in mind, you may opt to involve us at any
stage from planning, conceptualisation, execution
and finally installation.

Left and top

Q’s invests heavily in technology to complement
perfectly the skills of its people.

Q’s // Our Mission

Every Q’s project
has our creativity
on full display.
In creating Changi Airport’s SpongeBob SquarePants-themed
Christmas 2013 decorations, we hit on an idea so unique we had
to build a machine from scratch ourselves to turn the concept
into reality. The result was the world’s tallest ever Pineapple
House, a first-of-its-kind contraption in Singapore that emitted
pineapple-scented smoke and bubbles. It became a huge hit
with travellers and visitors of all ages at the airport.

From a staff of four in 1974, Q’s has grown into a 150-strong
outfit. A good number of our people have been with the
company for over 30 years. They now anchor our formidable
project and design team. Between their veteran leadership
and the fresh talent that we are constantly bringing into
Q’s, not to mention the more than 1,000 projects we have
successfully delivered over the years, we have the experience
and expertise to meet virtually any challenge.

Left and top

Changi Airport’s SpongeBob SquarePants
themed Christmas Decoration 2013
conceptualized and built by Q’s.
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2013 Christmas decoration featuring
SpongeBob SquarePants and the
world’s tallest Pineapple House,
conceptualized and built for
Changi Airport Group.
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Christmas decoration
conceptualized and
built for Clarke Quay
in 2013.
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2012 Chingay float
conceptualized
and built by Q’s.
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Universal Studios
Singapore 2012
Halloween Horror
Nights built by Q’s.
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2010 Deepavali
Street Light-up
conceptualized
and built by Q’s.
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Chinatown 2010
Mid Autumn Light Up
conceptualized
and built by Q’s.
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Paragon’s Fall Winter
Fashion Show Set Up
designed and built by Q’s.
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Q’s suite
of services.
Creative
Visual Artistry
Environmental Graphics
Visual Merchandising Display
Retail Graphics
2D Design Development
3D Design Development
Design Management

Engineering & Fabrication
CNC Sculpting
Carpentry
Metal Fabrication
Sculpting & Moulding
Electrical & Lighting Works
Structural Engineering & Installation
Signage

Q’s // Our Range

Large Format Digital Print
Exhibition Graphics
Event Graphics
Retail Graphics
Lightbox
Signage
Indoor Displays

Outdoor Print
Pillar Wraps
Vehicle Wraps
Bus Stop Posters
Billboards
Wall Murals
Outdoor Displays

Multi-Material Print
Acrylic
Wood
Metals
Fabrics
PVC
Stickers
Mesh
UV Trans

Events
Event Conceptualisation
Event Management
Logistic Support
Vendor & Talent Management

Left

The state-of-the-art HP Scitex FB700 Printer
prints on both rigid and flexible materials
and enables quality high-volume productivity.
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You dream it, we do it.
Bigger, better, brighter.

Q’s Advertising has long thrived on exceeding
expectations. Our company lore abounds with anecdotal
evidence of this trait, going right back to the occasion in
the early days when an unknown and equally unassuming
Chan Saw Kiong turned a sceptic into a longstanding client
by conjuring an air duct into a sprawling dragon at the
Singapore Science Centre. His business ethos is why the
firm he founded, despite being a relatively modest outfit,
enjoys an outsize reputation.
Got a project in mind? Get in touch with us and find out
how our award-winning team can bring your ideas to life
more vividly than perhaps in your wildest dreams.

Top & Left

Q’s helped Orchard Central clinch the Overall Winner
for Best Decorated Building for Orchard Road
Christmas Street Light-up 2013.
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Awards
Orchard Road Business Association
Christmas Street Light Up Best Dressed Building Contest
2017:
ION Orchard ( Most Family Friendly Display )
Forum The Shopping Mall ( Best Animation )
Plaza Singapura ( Most Inspirational Display )
Tanglin Mall ( Most Innovative Display )

2013:
Orchard Central ( Overall Winner )
Paragon ( Winner )
Tanglin Mall ( Winner )

2016:
ION Tiffany Tree ( Overall Winner Judges’ Choice )
Forum ( Winner )

2012:
Orchard Central ( Overall Winner )

2015:
ION ( Overall Winner Judges’ Choice )
Paragon ( Winner )
Forum ( Winner )

2011:
Tanglin Mall ( Winner )

2014:
Paragon ( Overall Winner Judges’ Choice )
Orchard Central ( Overall Winner Voters’ Choice )
Forum ( Winner )

2009:
Tanglin Mall ( Overall Winner - Platinum )

Singapore Tourism Board
Christmas Street Light Up Best Decorated Building Contest
2001:
Tanglin Mall ( 2nd Prize )
2000:
Tanglin Mall ( 2nd Prize )
1999:
Tanglin Mall ( 1st Prize )
Junction 8 ( 2nd Prize )
1998:
Tanglin Mall ( 1st Prize )
Junction 8 ( 2nd Prize )
1997:
Tanglin Mall ( 2nd Prize )
Junction 8 ( 3rd Prize )

1996:
Junction 8 ( 1st Prize )
Tanglin Mall ( 3rd Prize )
1994:
Liang Court ( 3rd Prize )
1993:
Junction 8 ( 2nd Prize )
1992:
Liang Court ( 2nd Prize )
1991:
Liang Court ( 1st Prize )
1990:
Liang Court ( 2nd Prize )

Dream Big.

